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Vocabulary
a bike / a boat / a bus / a car /  
a helicopter / a lorry / a motorbike /  
a plane / a train / a tram / a taxi /
a bus station / a bus stop / a train 
station / an airport / a trip / a journey 

Look at the Picture
There is... / There are... / How many…?
There is one helicopter on the hospital 
roof. The train (railway) station is next 
to the park. There are four bus stops. 
There is a boat on the lake. The lorry 
is behind the factory. Two cars are in 
the supermarket car park. There are no 
planes. There are two girls riding their 
bikes / cycling. The tram is in front of the 
theatre. The bus is next to / in front of 
the school. There is a motorbike in the 
middle of the square. The bus station is 
opposite the train station. There is no 
airport.
What colour is the…?
The helicopter is red / orange. The bus is 
yellow / dark green. Two cars are white / 
red / blue. One car is green / silver /  

brown. The woman next to the 
motorbike has black / blonde hair.  
The bus driver is wearing a blue / red 
sweater. The boat is green / blue.

Yes-No Questions
A: Are there any buses?   
B: Yes, there are. / No, there aren’t.
A: Can you see any planes?   
B: Yes, I can. / No, I can’t.
A: Is there a lorry?    
B: Yes, there is. / No, there isn’t.
A: Are there any trams?   
B: Yes, there are. / No, there aren’t.

What About You?
What transport do you use?
I go to school by bus / car / tram / bike / 
boat. I walk / cycle to school. I usually 
take the tram / bus / train / boat to the 
city centre. I go by tram / train / bike / car 
every day / once a week / all the time.   
I never go by bus / tram / train / bus.  
I always cycle. I take the tram 
everywhere. I only go by bus. I never go 
by helicopter. I go by plane / boat /  
helicopter to go on holiday. Planes / 

boats are for long journeys. I go on 
weekend trips by car.
Do you take the bus to school? Why / 
Why not? Do you like going / Would you 
like to go by bus? Why / Why not? How 
long does it take? 
Do you cycle to school? Why / Why not? 
If you don’t, would you like to? If you do, 
do you like it? Why / Why not?
How often do you go by car? Do you 
like travelling in a car? Why / Why not? 
When you’re older, will you drive? Why / 
Why not?

With a Partner
Guess what I’m talking about.
1 Student A looks at the picture and 
chooses a type of transport. Don’t tell 
Student B what you chose.
2 Student B asks yes/no questions to 
guess what it is (e.g. Is it behind the 
factory? Is it next to the school?  
Is it red?).
3 When Student B guesses correctly, they 
can now choose a type of transport and 
Student A tries to guess.




